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USB Hub and Ethernet/USB Interfaces

##

Universal X-TOUCH EXTENDER for
Studio and Live applications

##

Supports Mackie Control*,
HUI* and Standard MIDI Control
protocol for seamless integration
with every compatible music
production software

##

Multiple X-TOUCH and EXTENDER
units can be combined to emulate a
large-scale control surface

##

8 fully automated and touchsensitive 100 mm motorized faders

##

8 dynamic LCD Scribble Strips for
instant overview of track names
and parameters

##

8 rotary controls with LED-collars
for on-the-fly adjustments of your
favorite parameters

##

Built-in USB MIDI interface for direct
connection to Mac* or PC computers

##

2-port powered multi-TT USB hub
for connecting additional controllers

##

Ethernet interface for RTP (Real-Time
Protocol) MIDI remote control

##

"Planet Earth" switching power
supply for maximum flexibility
(100 - 240 V~) and low power
consumption for energy saving

##
##

3-Year Warranty Program*
Designed and engineered
in Germany

*Mac is a trademark of Apple Inc. All third-party trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Their use neither constitutes a
claim of the trademark nor affiliation of the trademark owners with
MUSIC Group. Product names are mentioned solely as a reference
for compatibility, effects and/or components. Warranty details can
be found at music-group.com.

Love your X-TOUCH Universal
Control Surface, but want even more
control over your music production?
The amazing X-TOUCH EXTENDER is
the ideal and cost-effective way to
grow your current setup, and can even
be used as a standalone controller for
remote recording to your laptop.
From the 8 touch-sensitive, motorized
faders and the 8 dynamic LCD
scribble strips, to the 8 rotary encoders, 32 illuminated buttons, and
8-segment LED meters per channel, the X-TOUCH EXTENDER transforms
what’s on your DAW’s screen into one ultra-compatible, feature-packed
surface for precision control and a bird’s eye view of critical mix parameters.
Connectivity is simple using traditional USB connections, plus it also has an
Ethernet interface for use with DAWs that support RTP (Real-Time Protocol)
MIDI remote control.

Room to Grow
As your production needs grow, you can
combine multiple X-TOUCH and EXTENDER
units to emulate a large-scale control surface –
all you need are a few standard USB cables.
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Universally Yours
When it comes to integration, the X-TOUCH EXTENDER has you covered with the most widely
used protocols in the industry. With included support for HUI* and Mackie Control*, you can be
sure it will work seamlessly with all compatible music production software, allowing you to focus
on what counts… the music.

Faders that Dance with Your Music
Your music is the embodiment of your imagination and creativity. Your controller should be equally
inspired and dynamic in its response to your creation. That’s why the X-TOUCH EXTENDER features
8 fully automated and touch-sensitive 100 mm motorized faders. Every move or automation you
write can be seen in the movements of each fader in real time, perfectly synced with your DAW.

LCD Scribble Strips - Instant Readout
LCD scribble strips grace the top of each channel fader, providing an instant visual readout of which
track and parameter you are adjusting – totally eliminating old school tape-and-marker labelling.
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A Symphony of Lights
With 4 dedicated illuminated buttons, 8 rotary controls with LED collars and 8-segment LED meters
per channel, the X-TOUCH EXTENDER is a feast for the eyes as well as the hands. At-a-glance you can
see in brilliant color if a channel is muted or soloed and how hot the level is pumping as you make
changes during recording or mixing. Arm multiple tracks or adjust panning at the same time and
marvel at how you ever relied on a mouse to do a controller’s job.

The Feel
Navigation is a breeze with the abundant features on the X-TOUCH EXTENDER’s intuitive surface.
Race between faders, push real illuminated buttons, turn actual knobs – X-TOUCH EXTENDER brings
your on-screen DAW controls to life!

Connect, Control, Expand
With class-compliant USB functionality, the X-TOUCH EXTENDER is instantly recognizable by Mac and
Windows PCs. Its USB MIDI port allows you to connect and communicate with an external device.
The powered multi-TT USB hub provides connectivity for 2 more controllers so it can grow
with your career. And the power and control can expand further via the integrated Ethernet
interface for DAWs that support RTP MIDI. Isn’t that awesome?
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Compose. Record. Mix. Share.
Tracktion is one of the world’s fastest and easiest Digital Audio Workstations (DAW) for composing,
recording, editing, mixing and sharing your music with the world. Featuring a single-screen
interface, and pushing the envelope in design elegance, Tracktion brings together outstanding Pro
DAW features, such as dynamic automation, unlimited track count, MIDI recording and support for
VST and AU plug-ins. This powerful music production software gives you all the tools of an entire
professional-grade recording studio. Learning a DAW has never been easier, thanks to their vast and
readily available library of resources.
As our way of saying “Thank You”, when you register your X-TOUCH EXTENDER at behringer.com,
we'll reward you with a complimentary download code for the full version of Tracktion.
Recording and editing couldn’t be easier. To learn more, visit tracktion.com/support/videos.
Share the Love. Visit tracktion.com for more.

The Magic TOUCH
The X-TOUCH EXTENDER provides all the tools you need to expand your current music
production control, so you always make the most of your recording and mixing sessions.
Take full control of your DAW by adding more motorized faders, rotary encoders with LED collars
and illuminated key function buttons.
See and feel the difference the X-TOUCH EXTENDER can make in your workflow at a BEHRINGER
dealer today... or get yours online. Feel the music; feel the magic – X-TOUCH.

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our
own MUSIC Group factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and
quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result,
we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a
generous 3-Year Warranty program.
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For service, support or more information contact the BEHRINGER location nearest you:

Europe
MUSIC Group Services UK

Tel: +44 1562 547 100
Email: CARE@music-group.com

USA/Canada
MUSIC Group Services NV Inc.

Tel: +1 702 963 1300
Email: CARE@music-group.com

Japan
MUSIC Group Services JP K.K.

Tel: +81 3 5833 9121
Email: CARE@music-group.com

MUSIC Group accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MIDAS, KLARK TEKNIK,
LAB GRUPPEN, LAKE, TANNOY, TURBOSOUND, TC ELECTRONIC, TC HELICON, BEHRINGER, BUGERA and DDA are trademarks or registered trademarks of MUSIC Group IP Ltd.
© MUSIC Group IP Ltd. 2017 All rights reserved.

